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Intro
I have said that the Jazzletter is notso much about musicians
as it is for musicians. I research and write what I think is of
interest, and perhaps too of importance, to them, more than
aware oftheir intellectual scope, particularly jazz musicians,
who practice an extraordinarily diflicult and disciplined art.
I ofien consult them before putting together an issue.

Every time I “stretch” the Jazzletter, I worry. I almost
didn’t print the piece on the reminiscences of Milt Bemhart
because it was so long. The enthusiasm from readers about
that piece was amazing. I am -aware that perhaps some
readers are interested in reading only about music, but I can’t
help that. I got a testy letter from a reader, canceling his
subscription and complaining about my “bilious attack” on
other writers. I wonder if the case of Jayson Blair and the
shakeup at the New York Times has changed his mind a little.

As for the decaying standards of joumalism, a flagrant
example occurred in the June 16, 2003, issue of Time, a
magazine owned by AOL-Time Warner. Under a large
headline reading How Bush Got Religion, there is a smaller
headline: “The once disinterested President is now pushing
peace in the Middle East.” The ignorance at Time, from the
writers up to its top editors, is astounding. “Disinterested”
does not mean indifferent. It means fair and impartial. So that
headline actually means “The once fair and impartial Presi-
dent . . . .” suggesting that he no longer is either.

When I do stretch the Jazzletter, the response is almost
universally positive. Because a lot of musicians have trouble
getting health insurance, I once devoted an enlarged issue to
the Canadian health-care system, consistently denigrated by
American politicians and TV pundits who know nothing about
it. One American television joumalist I know some years age:
suggested to the news director of her San Francisco statior.
that she go to Canada and take a ——- may I say it? — disinter-
ested look at it. She was turned down flat. Why? Look hon
much advertising money the TV stations and networks derive
from the phannaceutical and insurance industries, the chief
beneficiaries ofthe crumbling American health “system.” (As
a doctor neighbor ofmine said, “The American health systen".

is more than a sin, it is a crime”) I had more requests for
reprints ofthat issue than any other in the twenty-one years of
the Jazzletter’s existence.

It was to permit this expansion of subject matter that I
added the term “ad libitum” to the title, which of course
means freely; at one time jazz solos were referred to as “ad
libs. ”

The letters I have received on the two most recent issues
are enormously heartening to me. It is this kind of response
that keeps me going. ’

Mail Bag
Glad you refuted that nonsense about Dizzy

To add to your collection of language laxities, have you
noticed how many radio and TV news readers are pronounc-
ing “negotiate” as “nego-see-ate”? I always wondered how
what used to be the standard pronunciation of that word had
come about, but now the standard seems to be changing.

Another usage that seems to be gaining popularity is the
double “is.” I keep hearing sentences like: “What’s happening
is, is that the ozone layer is disappearing.”

And “enormity,” a word I used to admire for its power in
describing something extremely bad, is being used as a
substitute for “enormousness.” [American Heritage defines
“enomiity” as: “l. The quality of passing all moral bounds;
excessive wickedness, outrageous. 2 A monstrous offense or
evil; an outrage.” Ed.] _

I seem to remember seeing a California motel named Chez
By The Sea.

As to accuracy in the movies: _
Our late friend Ruth Morley, who costumed many Broad-

way plays and movies, told us this story:
When working on a movie in which Barbra Streisand

played a psychiatrist [Prince ofIides with Nick Nolte. Ed.],
Ruth protested when Streisand insisted that her hemlines
should be above the knee. Ruth said that not only was that
incorrect forthe year in which the movie was set, it would be
incorrect for the character. She told her, “No female psychia-
trist would dress that provocatively when dealing with a male



client. It would be distracting from the problems she would be
working on with him, and would make his therapy more
difficult.” Streisand’s reply was, “Fuck him.”

The hemlines remained short.
I’m glad to have the accurate rundown on the Down Beat

story. Sounds like the proper eulogy for Maher would have
been the old joke, “His brother was worse.”

Bill Crow, New City, New York

Bill Crow, as you no doubt know, is one ofour outstand-
ing bassists. Ifirst met him when he was with Gerry Mulli-
gan. He is a director ofLocal 802, American Federation of
Musicians, and writes a regular; and often very funny,
column for the local ’s excellent newspaper; Allegro. He is
the author of two delightful volumes of music business
reminiscences, published by Oxford University Press.

When I was chaimian at the Medical College of Ohio in
1973, a young female assistant professor was scheduled to
give a seminar to my residents. She said she would not give it
unless I changed “seminar” to the female equivalent “ovular”!
I canceled the lecture and gave one myself.

Just recently I leamed that there are three national commit-
tees (Texas, California, and one other) that peruse the rough
drafts ofall the textbooks to be printed by the four companies
responsible for all textbooks to be used in the state educa-
tional departments. The committee has representatives from
various pressure groups, including those representing,
minorities, religious groups, etc. who vote to delete traditional
words that must not appear in the texts or they will be banned
in the various states. Words such as “witchcraft” were
mentioned by a member of the committee on a TV interview
I watched (hence no Harry Potter books are allowed in
classrooms nationally), “nurse” (it has a connotation of
female only), “grandfather” (glorifies the male) etc. In
addition pictures of the seniors in our society must not be
shown using canes or crutches or wheelchairs (denigrates the
elderly). No wonder the language is deteriorating.

— Jack Walters MD, St. Louis, Missouri

Now retired, Jack Walters had a distinguished career as
a gynecological oncologist. He is also a drummer

Wonderful piece about the degradation of our English
language. Let me join with the heckling codgers of “our
generation” and contribute a few more examples along those
lines.

I once heard a jazz clinician explain to a high-school
saxophonist, “You’re using your technique but you’re not
utilizing it.” The youngster nodded wisely, indicating that he
understood the distinction. I was a bystander and kept my
silence.

And how about radio announcers who say, “Stay tyooned
for the nyoos at nyoon”?

I heard “What’s the skinny?” used by Air Force personnel
at Lackland AFB in 1955. It seemed to mean “the inside
story,” or “the truth”, or “the way it really is.” It was also in
the Air Force that I first heard “I could care less” — surely
the most impenetrable neologism of the Cold War Em.

You may remember that your comments in the Jazzletter
about songwriters assigned to movie title songs inspired me to
write one for Jaws. It’s on my new record. [Do You Miss New
York on Arbors Records. Ed.]

I look forward to each Jazzletter, and when they arrive I
devour them like candy bars. I think I have them all, except
the first few, and I intend to have them bound.

I hope your health is back to snuff (or abuse of choice).
Take care of yourself. We need you.

Whatever,
— Dave Frishberg, Portland, Oregon

Dave Frishberg, singer; pianist, lyricist, has written some
of the funniest quirky songs ever put to paper Dave got a
BA cum laude from the University of A/[innesota with a
joumalism major Afier serving in the Air Force I955-5 7, he
settled in New York City and worked as a copy writer fi>r
WNEW radio, then went to RCA where he wrote copy for
record ads and edited andproduced a montly news letterfor
disc jockeys. In early 1959 he began to play firll time in
nightclubs as a pianist.

Ifirst met Dave when he was playing a weekend gig with
bassist Hal Gaylor That was at Greenwood Lake, New York.
Greenwood Lake has the distinction ofbeing the community
where Einar Swan died in 1940. He was an arranger whose
several songs include When Your Lover Has Gone. I wrote
much ofmy biography ofLerner and Loewe at Hal ’s house
atop a mountain just outside Greenwood Lake. Hal and I
had been friends of the fine pianist and gentle soul Bill
Rubenstein, who died ofheroin addiction. Halplanted Bill ’s
ashes under a tree, which had grown a bit by the time I was
there. Hal 's dog would sleep at myfeet as I wrote. Since Hal
and his wife Evelyn were away at work every day (Hal as a
licensed addiction counselor; having escaped his own heroin
habit), I was there in my solitude with the dog and that tree.



In due course I left. Hal and his wife moved away. I don 't
know whether Frishberg has ever been back to Greenwood
Lake, but unless they ’ve cut down that tree, Bill Rubenstein
is still there, and so for all I know is poor Einar He didn ’t
live to hear the haunting Frank Sinatra recording of his
song on Columbia.

Since Frishberg is not the only one to inquire about my
health -— the rumor got around with remarkable rapidity —
I might as well clar'iy‘y the matter.

While walking across the living room, I tripped and
suddenlyfound myselfairborne into the next room, which is
at a slightly lower level. With remarkable presence ofmind,
I managed to break myfall with myjaw. As it connected with
the corner ofa chest ofdrawers, I heard the sound ofone
jaw cracking. The fracture was slight. But, the doctors
discovered I had also achieved a compression fracture ofa
lumbar vertebra and ended up in hospital in Santa Barbara.
And the examination revealed that I had a necrotic bowel
condition, requiring immediate surgical excision. I was told
later that had it not been discovered, Iprobably would have
been dead within days. My doctor told me that thefall “was
the accident that savedyour lifie. ” I ’m recovering nicely.

I was intrigued that Dave Frishberg first heard “the
sla'nny”- asfar back as 1955. And Ifound in a letterfrom a
Royal Canadian Air Forceflier the sentence “The aircraft
went missing.” It was written about 1946. However; both
expressions lay dormant, it seems, for years and have
recently become current as what I callfad language.

I am not alone in regarding you with great admiration,
respect, and affection. Our community has come to rely on
you as the sage who knows the significance of our history,
and all its details, and how it illuminates our present, not just
our music, or our culture, but our humanity. So then let me
take this opportunity to thank you for all that and for the
specific joys of the last two issues of the Jazzletter

Opinionating addresses the constraints that prevent us
fiom screaming at those who, frequently under cover of some
authority, drown us in misinformation, much of it supposedly
about us. Fortunately for us, you show no such constraint and
suifer no fools in print on our behalf. It is a blessing. You
have the honed razor of criticism that slices away the idiocy
without killing the idiot. A neat trick indeed. '

A related concern in the same issue is that somehow the
great figures of our music were and are dysftmctional, self-
destructive, stunted, obsessive children whose misbehavior
and earned agony generated the art with which we are
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credited. You cite the many who are not, disproving this
hyper-romantic fiction. Again, thank you for that. It needed to
be said and you did.

Alas Our Poor Language takes on the popular deconstruc-
tion of our communication. A society that allows, and
participates in, the murder of its own language reduces the
quality of its intellectual life below that necessary to sustain
life. Our present political condition is one of the results ofour
cultural poverty. The state of “popular” music is another.
Lyrics that are street-jargon doggerel are directly related to
society’s tolerance ofbuzz words, catch phrases, and Slogans.
Your literacy is a rare treasure in these times. Once again,
someone has to say these things.

I pray you don’t tire of lifling the pen each moming. (I
know it’s a computer!) Because we all need you. You make
us laugh,youmakeusthink, andyoumakeus rememberwhat
a proud community we are and why. - I ‘

. Michael Melvoin, Los Angeles, California

Besides being an outstandingjazzpianist and arranger
Alike is afirrmerpresident ofNARAS and has ofien been the
music director and conductor on the Grammy Awards and
TVshows. His BA from Dartmouth is in English.

- I am not happy to report on the realities around us.
Quite to the contrary — Ioften want to quote Milton: "Alone
and all afraid in a world I never made. " But it needs to be
done, only the more so with the New York Tunes having
descended to the level ofJayson Blair The devotion tofizcts
is growing more and more rare in the age oftelevision, as
witness the rantings of that idiot Tucker Carlson on CNN,
and the odious Bill O ‘Reilly on Fox News.

It was a delight to receive the two recent Jazzletters. Keep
up the Jazzletters in the future. Many ofus around the world
treasure them. I’ve had mine to date bound into a book.

— Kym Bonython, North Adelaide, South Australia

A hero of World War II, in which he flew Mosquito
bombers, Kym is known to musicians as an entrepreneur
who has presented manyjazz concerts in Australia.

Opinionating made me very sad, but hardly surprised me.
I recall when the Guardian TV insert in the early 1990s had
a preview ofa Channel 4 TV series here in Britain about jazz.
The series was better than it seemed — it had the usual
nervous camera work, switching from color to black-and-
white, and jump cuts to provide visual interest to. those who
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need such devices to keep interested — but at least featured
interviews with some people who had been involved (Orrin
Keepnews, for example) and even some relatively uninter-
nipted pieces of music. The last is always amazing, because
TV finds it difficult to let the music speak for itself, thinking
that they have to adorn it with maddening visuals and voice-
overs explaining what it’s all about.

The Guardian TV piece was an ignorant bit of hack work
by someone who had obviously seen only one or two parts of
the series, if that many, and decided to do a piece on drugs
and musicians, and the inevitable intertwining of the two.
Ignoring all flie musicians who didn ’t use and, even worse, it
was easy to produce a parody of reality to reinforce all the
usual stereotypes about jazz — made by black musicians who
were high on drugs most of the time to escape their tortured
lives and produced this music that nobody really understands
or listens to. It was awful. And this from a newspaper that
used to be known for being lett-leaning, having great writers
and fine journalism. I stopped reading The Guardian on that
day and have never gone back to it. I prefer a much drier read
like The Financial Times. At least it sticks to the facts and
reporting (as at as anyone can tell about any newspaper) and
its arts coverage is better than The Guardian. Opinionating,
I think, gave me a hint as to why you might find the Jazzletter
diflicult to put down, and others don’t want to let you do so!

Alas Our Poor Language was just a terrible piece, painful
to read to anyone who loves the language as much as I do. I
work in marketing for a financial services company, which
means that my profession is party to much of the misuse of
the last few decades. I even find myself correcting persons
who claim to work in “Corporate Communications” on the
use ofthe word “apprize” against the incorrect “appraise,” as
in “I appraised him ofthe circumstances.” Horrible. However,
it’s hardly confined to the Americas. I can cite just as many,
if not more, examples from this side of the water.

Keep up the good work.
. — Tom Davis, London, England

Oh Idon ’tfor a moment think that the sins are all on our
side ofthe pond. God knows the British rockers have been
assaulting the language since the early 1960s.

May I say how much I enjoyed Vol. 21 No. l0’s language
session?

You mention the word viable. I am a chief sub at Reuter’s
in London. Just one hour before I read the Jazzletter, I had to
deal with this:

“Market watchers expect the document to focus on
possible store disposals that would make any takeover more
palatable to competition authorities and the viability of a
carve up of the supennarket chain.” '

I asked the author what the last part of the sentence could
possibly mean. Did she mean whether the supennarket chain
could survive alter a carve up (whatever that might mean)?
Met with incomprehension, I explained what viability means.
“Does it really?” was the reply. “Yes, it’s from the Latin for
life.” “Is it?” In the end we agreed to substitute “acceptabil-
ity” for ‘Wiability?’

Incidentally, we subs here change “like” to “such as” about
three times a day each on average.

One quibble I have with you is on Latin plurals. I have no
problenm with stadiumS or referendumS and fear insistence
on stadiA risks making a faux-clever (sophisticated?) error of
the “A presentation was made to my wife and I” type. For
example, I am pretty sure the Latin plural of forum is fora,
butlamnotsureandsoitisforums for me. Icertainly do not
know the correct plurals for virus and hiatus, but am prepared
to bet they are not viri and hiati. And octopus is clearly a
Greek word, so I am not even prepared to guess that one.
Ditto cinema.

Very best regards,
— Quentin Bryar, London, England

This is a complicatedproblem. In English, we use plurals
from several languages. Children and oxen are German
forms, butl can ‘t see substituting childs and oxesfor them.
In music we are confronted by Italian plurals such as tempi
and concerti, and I use them. Coincidentally, right afier
reading this letter; I saw Derek Bok, for twenty years
president ofHoward, on the Charlie Rose television show,
lamenting the commercialization (particularly through
athletics) of the American educational system. He referred
to building new stadia and he correctly used the word
disinterested

I tend to squirm at the use ofdata as a singular; when the
right word is datum And, equally, I hate to hear bacteria
used as a singular; as in “He was infected with a new
bacteria. ” It ’s bacterium, damn it. ~

Thefirst newspaperfor which I worked was the Hamilton
Spectator in my home town in Canada. I was nineteen, and
had been a voracious reader all my life. We had a managing
editor named Jim O ’Neill, a tall and somewhatforbidding
man. He called me into his oflice one day and said, “Lees,
you write very well. But you misuse words. This one, for



example. ” He showed me a word in one ofmy stories. The
word was "stolid “The wordyou wanted was ‘solid, he
said, “but you thought ‘stolid’ sounds more literary. Well it
doesn't. It means ‘like a bump on a log, ‘ and that ‘s not what
you were trying to say. Get yourselfa good dictionary and
learn to use it. ”

The lesson was reinforced by my embarrassment. Thus I
can quote himfifty-five years later I became a nut on word
roots. The dictionary I prefer is The American Heritage
Dictionary because ofits explanations ofetymologies.

Helene et moi avons lu avec beaucoup de plaisir les
numéros dc septembre et octobre de Jazzletter. Merci pour la
prose et la poésie! Tu es Maitre dans les deux. "

We both are (and we have to check carefully the words we
use, now) always astounded by both your infinite knowledge
and your unparalleled intellectual integrity. You are, no
doubt, one of a kind and a most valuable person to the
cormnunity in general and to the music community in particu-
lar and to the Canadian “uncommunity” in particular.

I would appreciate to have the space for a paragraph or
two in Jazzletter to ink my devotion for Gene Lees the man,
and Gene Lees the Music (error-free) Encyclopedia of Jazz.
Tell me, that, over your dead “pudeur”, I could send a few
lines. I

Tres cher ami, nous t’aimons et t’admirons beaucoup.
-'— Helene et Marc Fortier, Beloeil, Quebec

Marc is a cellist, conductor, and arranger who founded
L ’Orchestre populaire de Montréal. He has recorded
extensively in Europe. His wife Héléne is a violinist. Marc is
aformerpresident ofSOCAN, the Canadian counterpart to
ASCAR Marc is also a flier "Pudeur" means modesty,
shame, bashfitlness. We get “impudent" from it.

Herewith are a few of my own fingemails-on-the-black-
board sounds. »

My newspaper used to cany a column called The
Handyperson. Nobody seemed to take notice that the name of
the writer, a male, appeared above the column’s name. Nor
did he refer to hirnselfin the colrunn as a handyperson, but as
a handyman. That hyper-feminist horse is, I fear, out of the
barn and over the horizon. Nevertheless, when I heard
someone refer to an animal going about his or her business, I
cringed. And when I hear someone referred to as the chair of
an organization, I realize the organization has mastered
ancient technology and created a two-legged chair.

\

You could add to your list totally, as a token of agreement,
not quantity, as in I am totally shocked. I heard someone say,
“He is totally guilty.” Indeed, this particular speaker said he
was “sort of totally shocked.” This brings me to another
phrase that causes my eyes to glaze over, sort of I hear the
overuse of this phrase frequently on the BBC World Report
in the wee small hours of the moming. Gee, wouldn’t that
make a swell song title? The misuse ofsort ofis bad enough,
but I increasingly hear some of the other barbarisms you
mentioned, including woken up.

Maybe the people who say went missing are copying the
Beeb. My faith in the BBC has been further undermined by
the use ofwhat I think is the most armoying ofsilly-isms, in
terms of

I am sure you have noticed that many news writers think
they are writing for a Jimmy Cagney movie when they write
of miscreants of one sort or another. The judge gave the
guilty man afine or the convicted person receivedfive years.
Judges are powerful, but they can’t, I think, give anybody
time. ' A

Then there is the restaurant dish that comes with au juice
or even, sometimes, aujew. And there is the deadly reflexive.
Myself and my wife went shopping. Or I ‘m fine, how ’s
yourself? Once I answered this question by saying, “Myself
is well,” but the person I was talking to didn’t seem to notice
how moronic that sounded. -

I think many people feel a little shaky about their grasp of
English, ‘perhaps without realizing it. Then comes along a
neologistic phrase or one that sounds so splendidly trendy, it
cannot be ignored. Thus we hear you guys as the second
person plural, or that something fiall between the cracks,
which means just the opposite of what the person thinks he
said.

I must take mild exception to your opinion ofproactive. I
think it is the opposite of reactive. It seems to mean acting
before something you know is coming instead ofwaiting for
the event, then reacting. Another word of the same category,
I think, "is parent as a verb. I snorted at the usage at first.
Then I realized that it is a short way to talk about an activity
that otherwise needs several words to say the same thing.
Finally, when I first heard a heads up, it meant advanced,
informal, perhaps surreptitious, warning of something about
to occur, like a snap inspection. V

I cannot agree that mauling the language olfends only
those of purely musical sensibilities. Those of us without a
shred ofmusical sensibilities also recoil in horror (a sports car
no longer manufactured). I try not to let it annoy me, but it

' 



does.
Hopefully, my ideas in terms of English utilization will

find some agreement with you guys.
' — Tom Mason, Daly City, California.

Since I met Tom at the home ofGrover Sales in Tiburon,
California, I asked Grover to remind me of Tom ’s back-
ground. He wrote:

“Tom spent manyyears as ‘efliciency expert ’for the U.S.
govemment, but they called it by afancier name. They sent
him around the country studying all jbrms ofgovemment
operations, and he ’d then submit reports. He couldn ’t wait
to retire and now spends his time collecting jazz, reading
about it, and teaching and writing a regular newsletterfor
a wide circle offriends, commenting on the idiocies and
foibles of the current scene and government lapses. His
writings are informative and alwaysfimny.

“I met T'om about twentyyears ago when he signed upfor
ajazz course I taught at San Francisco State. Hefirst came
to my attention after I had gone through my number about
Americans’ lack ofhistorical sense. Tom raised his hand
“Among my people ” — he ‘s black — “there ’s a saying that

for most Americans history begins when you canfindyour
ass with both hands. ” From then on, Tom Mason was mine,
and we ’ve beenfriends ever since. ”

To that I would add that the late Les Rout, the fine
saxophonist who later became a history professor; said,
“History in the United States is not taught to convey reality,
it is taught to instill patriotism. ”

I recall a letterfrom a history professor to the New York
Times some time in the 1960s. He said that Americans were
in danger ofgrowing up "a-historical" and his prophecy
has proved accurate. And matters are growing worse, with
fewer andfiawer companies owning most ofour media of
-communications. Time magazine consistently and shame-
lessly gives rave reviews and lavish coverage to moviesfiom
its %mer Brothers division, asfor example its recent cover
story on Matrix Reloaded. The deregulation ofbroadcasting,
which began under Ronald Reagan and has been completed
under George W Bush, is a national cultural disaster; with
one company now owning I 200 television stations. The
doggerel ofrap now dominates the speech ofyouth. And alas
the “youth ” whoformed the bulk ofthe Elvis Presleyfans in
the mid-1950s have reached the age of sixty or more,
carrying their grammatical anomalies with them.

And with executives now in the age range ofthe thirties
and forties, you cannot look to them for much cultural

history and guidance. They are as ignorant as the audiences.
Listen to the movie scores were are now getting, not to
mention the music in television commercials.

Marianne
Part One
In 1999, Roger Kellaway and I did a concert with Marc
Fortier and L ’Orchestre populaire de Montreal. Roger flew
in fi'om Cleveland to meet me. As the plane crossed the border
into Canada, the pilot said to the passengers: “Today is the
Fourth of July, celebrating the day we got our freedom.
Canadians aboard won’t understand this, since they haven’t
got theirs yet.”

Canada’s last binding cormection with Britain ended many
years ago, with an alteration in the appeals process.There was
one more avenue of appeal after a ruling by the Supreme
Court of Canada: take it to the Privy Council in England. It
was rarely done anyway, but this tie too was abolished.
Canada still has a Governor General, but the ofiice is essen-
tially ceremonial, and since Vmcent Massey —- Raymond
Massey’s brother —- was appointed to the oifice, the govemor
general has always been a Canadian. But that pilot’s remark
is a classic example of the ignorance of Americans about
other countries, and all too frequently oftheir own.

Just before this Fourth of July, Mike Melvoin forwarded
to me an email “fi'om a Canadian friend.” It read:

“Happy birthday to the United States from the land of
higher taxes, lower drug costs, decriminalized marijuana use,
legalized gay marriages (in nine out of the ten provinces), no
deficit, universal medical care, escalating dollar values (yipes,
it’s at 74 cents), 90 percent lower murder rates, a clearly
elected chief executive, opposer of Iraqi conquest; no Fox
News (yes, we have CNN, CNBC, Headline News, PBS,
CBS, ABC, and NBC, in addition to BBC, CBC Newsworld,
CTV, News Net, and Global News), five independent main
metropolis newspapers, U.S.’s largest trading partner and
largest supplier to the U.S. of oil, gas, electric power, and
water, conquerors ofSARS, supporter of France on Iraq, and
mostly lover ofand best friend of the United States.

“May America find peace and happiness for itself and the
rest ofthe world. Great to have you as a friend and neighbor.
Today is Canada Day, Friday is July 4. Vive la difference.”

Well, when you add in the very considerable sums one
pays here for private health insurance, I’m not so sure “taxes”
really are any higher in Canada.

Here are some figures:



Canada consumes about 10 percent of American G.D.P.
and buys 25 percent of U.S. exports. Thirty-eight states have
Canada as their primary trading partner. Ohio’s trade with
Canada exceeds the total U.S. trade with China, and Georgia
sells more to Canadian markets than the entire U.S. sells to
Italy or France.

This enormous, and mutually beneficial, trade has been
going on for a very long time. Yet when, in the early 1970s,
Richard Nixon addressed the Canadian Parliament, he
referred to America’s “number one trading partner, Japan.”
There were gasps and headlines across Canada and the U.S.
had to issue a sheepish apology. For the fact is that U.S.
exports to Canada exceed its exports to the EU and Japan.

Here’s something else Nixon did, along about that same
time. Canada has some strict coastal fishing laws. At one
point, American lobster fishennen were told not to set traps
in an area close to an east-coast Canadian island. The
Mounties, whose duties include those in the States assigned to
the Coast Guard, wamed that if they continued to do so,
they’d cut their trap lines. The lobster men ignored them, the
Mounties cut the lines, and Nixon sent American fighters to
overfly the Mounties’ boats and threaten Canada. My wife
(who is American) and I were living in Toronto, and many
Americans living there hastened to apologize to Canadian
friends over the incident; indeed for a day or two, it looked as
if there might be war. And you didn’t read a word of this in
American newspapers.

Of all the nations of the Westem Hemisphere, only two
parted with the parent European nations without bloodshed or
revolution: Brazil and Canada. They simply drew away from
the parent nations.

Now, in case you haven’t noticed, a new racism has bur-
geoned in the United States. George W. Bush started it. It is
against the French. This is because the French and German
govermnents didn’t send troops to Iraq for a war their
intelligence services thought was dubious to begin with. Bush
began what one cormnentator called the foreign policy of
petulance. To all the world’s countries, do what I say or you
will feel my wrath. Donald Rumsfeld, appropriately known as
Rmnmy to his friends, said France and Germany were the old
Europe. He was dealing with the new Europe. Really? Who
would you prefer to have on your side, France and Germany,
or Bulgaria and Poland?

The next step came when some “loyal” American owner of
a diner somewhere said he was no longer listing French fries
on his menu. He now called them freedom fries. And lo, the

next thing we knew, the menu on Air Force One listed
freedom fries; and don’t tell me that wasn’t done without the
Unelected President’s approval.

I found myself musing on the extensions of this trend.
What must we call French horns, freedom homs? What about
French poodles? Well, we could call them Egyptian or Roman
poodles, because their ancestors were around in those times.
And there’s French leave, winch is the term the English used
for going AWOL. The French in tum called it English leave.
Then we have the French knot used by seamstresscs, and the
French roof, French window and French pastry, and French
kisses. The English once called syphilis the French disease.
That’s okay too, because the French called it the English
disease. Then there’s the ever-popular French safe (or ever
unpopular, depending on your view), which the French called
une capote anglaise, or English cap, otherwise known as a
condom.

This reminds me ofan old joke. An American couple have
taken their vacations for years in Paris, which they love and
where they practice their inadequate French. The woman dies,
and her husband plans to fulfill her wish of being buried in
France. He acquires a black brassard and wants to get a black
hat. He asks at the hotel desk where he can buy one, but
instead of asking about un chapeau noir he asks the desks
clerk where he can buy une capote noire. Looking bafiled, the
clerk directs him to a phannacy. There he asks the
pharmicien for a capote noire, in other words a black
condom. The pharmacist, also looking baffled, says he stocks
no such item. But, may he ask, why does the man want such
a thing? The American says it’s because his wife has just
died. The husband leaves. The pharmicien shakes his head
and says to himself, “I will never understand these Americans.
Mais quelle delicatesse.” It means such refinement, such
delicacy of sentirnent..

Any English language dictionary is loaded with terms
bearing the word French: bread, knot, heel, dressing, and
more, all indications ofhow much we have derived from their
culture. That includes- law. Most of our terms in law are
French, excepting those that are Latin: voir dire, which means
to speak the truth, tort, which means a wrong, jurisprudence,
jurisdiction, which means the right and power to impose the
law, judge, from French juge, juror, from Norman French
jurour, and the word jury itself, which derives from jurée.
And we got the jury from Charlemagne.

So too are many the terms in aviation, a French word:
dirigible, which is dirigeable in French (meaning something
that can be directed or steered), fizselage, aileron (from the
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French word aile, wing, and therefore meaning “small wing”),
nacelle, and even the pitot tube, which measures air speed. It
was invented by Henri Pitot, a French physicist.

Why should all this be so? Well, contrary to the well-
deserved celebration of the hundredth anniversary of the first
Kitty Hawk flight, the Wright brothers did not invent avia-
tion. They were the first to achieve powered flight carrying a
man. And they almost weren’t the first to do that. The highly
regarded scientist Stanley Pierpont (French, meaning
Stonebridge) Langley, secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution, built a number of small models, one of which flew
a circular course of three-quarters of a mile in 1896. Langley
then made two attempts at flying full-sized aircrafl, powered
by a gasoline engine, but the launches were botched and both
crashed into the Potomac River, the second one only nine days
before the Wright Brothers got their plane up at Kitty Hawk.

The entire evolution of flight, from the first success of a
hot-air balloon built by the Montgolfier brothers in 1782, is
filled with the names of French scientists and experimenters,
including J.P. Blanchard, Henri Giifard, Charles Renard,
Félix du Temple, and Clément Ader, although historians of
aviation consider that an Englishman named Sir George
Cayley was the true inventor ofthe airplane. He laid down the
principles basic to heavier-than-air flight, including the
aerodynamic shape of the wing and the use of dihedral. But
the French contribution was enonnous, as it has been to all
technology. The ampere is named for André Ampere, who
discovered the principle.

And then we come to music. The champions of Broadway
musical theater sometimes are heard to say that the musical
comedy is America’s “only original art form.” But as a matter
of fact, it derives mostly from the opéra boufle works of
Jacques Ofienbach, bom Jacques Levy and trained at the
Paris Conservatory. ‘

Paris has been a cultural and educational magnet for more
than a thousand years; the University of Paris was founded in
1200. There is nothing like it in America or anywhere else in
the world. It is also a collective architectural masterpiece. I
once told Charles Aznavour that I thought it was the most
beautiful city in the world until I saw Rio de Janeiro. Charles
said, “You were right the first time. Rio has the most beauti-
ful setting, but Paris is the most beautiful city.” In the 1920s,
writers such as James Joyce, Gertnide Stein, Emest Heming-
way, F. Scott Fitzgerald, Henry Miller, John Dos Passos,
E.E. Cummings, Thomton Wilder, Katherine Ann Porter,
Nathaniel West, and Morley Callaghan congregated there to
practice and polish their crafi and soak in the influence of

Victor Hugo, Anatole France, Flaubert, Rimbaud, Baudelaire,
Racine, Comeille, and the other novelists, playwrights, and
poets. Painters went there to study Manet, Monet, Rouault,
Toulouse-Lautrec, Utrillo, Degas, Seurat, Cézanne, Braque,
Duchamps. Gaugin, Fragonard, David. There is no body of
painting like it in the world, and Impressionism and Cubism
had huge influence here.

The influence of Debussy and Ravel and other French
composer on the world’s music in the twentieth century is
inestimable. One thinks of Bix Beiderbecke in his hotel room
with dimmed lights, sipping his liquor and listening to those
two composers as well as Paul Dukas (and Stravinsky). All
the major jazz arrangers were fascinated by the French. .

Cole Porter studied composition with Vincent d’Indy at the
Scola Cantorum in Paris, which probably accounts for the
distinctly French cast to his music. Lalo Schifrin studied at
the Paris Conservatory with Olivier Messaien. Andre Previn
was also trained at the Conservatory. Darius Milhaud
emigrated to America and, at Mills College in California,
trained Pete Rugolo and Dave Brubeck. And there’s more.
Charlie Parker wanted to study composition with the former
mathematician Edgard Varese and had he lived, he probably
would have done so. Intriguing thought.

Then there’s the afi'ect on America of Nadia Boulanger,
who at Fontainebleau trained a considerable cadre of Ameri-
can classical composers. An incomplete list includes Leonard
Bemstein, Easley Blackwood, Mark Blitzstein, Elliott Carter,
Aaron Copland, David Diamond, Roy Harris, Walter Piston,
Laurence Rosenthal, Harold Shapiro, and Virgil Thomson.
Donald Byrd and Gigi Gryce studied with her. So did Allyn
Ferguson. And that’s only some of the Americans; in view of
the Europeans she also trained, such as Igor Markevitch, she
has to be considered the pre-eminent music teacher of the
twentieth century. Her influence in the United States is further
extended by Piston’s four text books, and his work as a
teacher. Easley Blackwood taught at the University of
Chicago for more than 40 years, and Aaron Copland was
chairman of the faculty at Tanglewood for 25 years.

Yet another of Boulanger’s American students, Ned
Rorem, said, “So far as musical pedagogy is concemed —
and by extension musical creation — Nadia Boulanger is the
most influential person who ever lived.”

This is only some of what France has contributed to the
American culture. What it is getting back in 2003 is an
unprecedented campaign of calumny, mockery, derogation,
and slander.

To be continued


